
Third Grade News 
Week of: January 7 - 11 

 

Religion: We will begin chapter 

9: Open to All. The faith focus is 

that the Church is Catholic, and 

that Jesus sent his Apostles to 

proclaim the Good News of God’s 

love to the entire world.  

 

Mathematics:  We will finish up 

rhymes n times, and have our final 

post-test over multiplication facts. 

We will then spend a few days 

learning about the distributive and 

associative properties of 

multiplication. 

 
Social Studies:   
 
 
Science: We will being our 
physical science unit on matter 
and energy. This week, we will 
focus on the different states of 
matter. 
 

 

 

 

Literacy: We will read a story 

titled, “Aero and Office Mike”- it is 

a nonfiction story about a policer 

officer and his K-9 companion, 

Aero. 

Spelling:  words with ng, nk, nt, pt, 

sk, and st Test Friday, Jan. 11  

Story Skills:  Fact and Opinion 

Vocabulary: (see below) 

Grammar: Review 

 

 

**Please make sure that your child 

is reading nightly, and recording 

the minutes read in the 

assignment book each night. We 

check these on Monday mornings.  

**Keep working in Lexia and on 

xtraMath several nights each week 

as well. 

 

 



  

 Vocabulary- “Aero and Officer Mike” 
scent what something smells like 

wander to go somewhere without planning where 

you are going 

whined someone or something that gave a long, high cry 

obey to do what you are told to do 

demonstrate to show how it works or how it is done 

patrol to go through an area to keep watch and guard it 

dinnertime when it is time for dinner; a compound word 

powerful having great power or strength 

cruiser the car that a police officer drives 

criminals people who break the law 

medicine something given to help someone who is sick 

eager wanting to do something very much 

unique very special 

explore to go through something or someplace 
unfamiliar in order to learn about or get to 

know it  
 

frightened when you are very scared 

 


